
Mowgli's Brothers 

A Story Module by Leo Heska for use with Young Philosophers

Summary

The reading selection is the first part of the first chapter of Rudyard Kipling's The Jungle Book, long beloved
by children. 

A boy wanders close to a wolves' den; Father Wolf brings him in at Mother Wolf's request. She decides to
adopt the boy and names him "Mowgli" which means "frog." She defends Mowgli against Shere Khan, a
tiger. Eventually the Pack, advised by Baloo, a bear and Bagheera, a panther, decides that Mowgli may
remain. Shere Khan is angry at this; Bagheera says to himself "roar well, for the time will come when this
naked thing will make thee roar to another tune, or I know nothing of man." 

Warm-up questions

Standard questions 

1. Who has read all of the story?
2. (If some admit to not having read all of it) How much of the story did you read?
3. Who can summarize the story for us? 
4. Does this story have a moral? If so, what is it? Do you agree with it?

Story questions 

1. What does "mowgli" mean? [frog] 
2. Why does Mother Wolf give Mowgli this name? [This could be a matter of opinion. Perhaps because

he is helpless, insignificant.] 
3. Who and what was Baloo? [A brown bear]
4. Why was Baloo allowed to be part of the wolves' Pack Council though he was not a wolf? [He can

come and go where he pleases because he eats only nuts and roots and honey]
5. Who are some of the other characters in the story? [Bagheera the panther, Shere Khan the tiger,

Akeera the Lone Wolf and the head of the pack, Tabaqui the jackal]
6. What are some of the animals mentioned in the story? [Frogs, beetles, Man, elephants, sambhur (a

deer)]
7. Mother Wolf knows Shere Khan's nickname. What is it? [Lungri, which means "The Lame One."]

Guidelines for philosophical discussion

This story is extremely rich for its length, treating quite a few literary, philosophical, environmental, and
other themes. 

The obvious and main question is one of identity. The toddler, barely able to walk, just shows up near the
wolves' den. At that point he is called and considered a "man cub." But in short order he is adopted and
given the name "Mowgli" by Mother Wolf. When challenged on this point by Shere Khan, the tiger who sees
Mowgli as prey and his property, she is ready to defend Mowgli with her life. This brings up a variety of
questions including, did he change and if so how once he became "hers?" Later, once the pack decides he
can stay, does that make him a wolf? 

Father wolf is surprised when Mother Wolf gets feisty, even powerfully angry and ready to fight to the
death when she stands her ground, ready to defend Mowgli against Shere Khan. Father Wolf had forgotten
how she used to be, back before he won her. Questions may be posed about changing one's personality to
fit in to a role. 



One reason that Shere Khan backs down is that "where he was she had all the advantage of the ground."
How much of her bravery is due to her knowing she has this advantage (that the cave is too small for
Shere Khan to move in)? If part of her bravery is due to her knowledge of her situational advantage,
should she get more credit for being brave, or less?Mother Wolf stands ready to fight but she knows the
she has an advantage. Choice of fighting grounds - at home in cave, wolves have the advantage 

Father Wolf "won her in a fair fight." This can bring up a variety of questions about males competing to win
a female. 

Different characters in the story have different rights to speak, which can lead to interesting discussion.
Who has the right? Who grants such rights? What about the idea that every individual has the right to
speak? 

Going along with this is the very detailed and formal legalism of the proceedings at the wolves' Pack
Council. Kipling also mentions the Law of the Jungle, saying that it "never orders anything without a
reason." He is pretty clearly describing "natural law" here. What might "natural law" be? How would it be
different from human laws? Is it only by the one distinction that Kipling mentions - "never order anything
without a reason?" Are all human laws reasonable? What might be good versus bad reasons? What if a
human law is passed, and/or enforced, for a bad reason? 

At the end of this passage the topic of retribution is mentioned. Kipling strongly hints that some day,
Mowgli will "get back" at Shere Khan. Questions might include, "get back" for what? Perhaps Shere Khan
killed Mowgli's parents? This is never said in the passage. What might be other good reasons why Mowgli
could make Shere Khan "roar to another tune?" Perhaps Kipling isn't actually foreshadowing retribution, but
simply mastery, dominance, winning a fight. Or that Mowgli will give Shere Khan, who does not seem to be
loved or respected, his comeuppance. 

If you have the knowledge you may choose to introduce themes from Jim Corbett and/or others who
explain the different personalities and capabilities of the various jungle animals. You could also mention that
in Africa and Asia, "leopard" means "panther" or Panthera pardus.Therefore when Corbett praises the
capabilities of leopards and for example points out (though not in so many words) that a tiger is too stupid
to avoid attacking porcupines, whereas a leopard avoids doing so, he is favorably comparing leopards (and
therefore also panthers) to tigers. 

In the story, different beasts have personalities. Do the children think that this is true? If the children are
typical urban or suburban children, or even rural children who do not spend much time in nature, their
answers might be skewed. But they may have seen squirrels and/or chipmunks playing and know they're
playful, that dogs can be aggressively defensive but also submissive and very friendly, that cats are aloof.
If these things are true, then is it fair, right, useful, pragmatic, practical, to have very judgmental attitudes
toward the different animals, as the animals themselves do in this story? What about real animals, not in
stories? Do the children suppose that real animals make such judgments, have opinions? What about
feelings? And would it be right, say, for a wolf to be prejudiced against jackals? 

Aesthetics are strongly present in the story. Mowgli is described favorably toward the beginning. Mother
Wolf has eyes like "two green moons in the darkness," Bagheera's coat, the contemptuous reference to
Shere Khan as "striped cattle-killer." People in Kipling's day were far more used to making judgments based
on physical appearance. Or were they? Is it the case nowadays that people judge just like always, but are
less likely to say so/admit it? 

Another topic has to do with self-esteem and the ethics and pragmatics of child rearing. Kipling says that
"there is nothing so unlucky as to compliment children to their faces." What might this mean, how might it
work, it it true? What about condemning or decrying children to their faces? What makes it different to say
a thing to a person's face or behind their back? Should we say good things to children and does this
depend on whether they are true or not? 



Questions for philosophical discussion

Identity

1. When the toddler shows up near the wolves' den he does not have a name. 
What is he at that point?
Who is he at that point?
Is he anyone's son, or brother? 

2. When Mother Wolf adopts him she gives him the name "Mowgli."
Does she have the right to do this? Kind of like "finders keepers?
Does this change who Mowgli is?

3. Is it right for Mother Wolf to adopt Mowgli?
Should she conduct some kind of search to try to find Mowgli's parents?
Does it matter that Mowgli came willingly to her and joined right in along with her other 4 cubs?

4. The word for a young wolf is "cub." The word for a young human is "baby."
Is it correct for the wolves to call Mowgli a "man cub?"
Does he become a wolf cub once adopted?
Did you know that it is actually incorrect to call a young wolf a "baby wolf" since "baby" means
human? 

Yet people do this all the time. Are they wrong?
Is calling a young animal a "baby" animal just a convenient thing that children do?
Or might it confer a status upon, or grant a status to, the animal, that it does not warrant
'cause it's not a human?

5. Once Mother Wolf adopts Mowgli, she stands ready to defend him against Shere Khan the tiger. Why?

6. The maternal or mothering instinct is very powerful, in both wolves and humans (and other species
also). Is this enough to make Mowgli "hers?"

7. Shere Khan also feels strongly that Mowgli is "his." 
How is Shere Khan's feeling of posession different from Mother Wolf's?
How should a person judge between the two "wanters" or would-be owners?

8. Did Mowgli change, once Mother Wolf adopted him?
9. Did he perhaps change in some way before she adopted him?

10. Did he somehow "qualify as hers," so that made it right and appropriate for her to adopt him? 

Trial by combat 

1. In the real world, many questions of ownership do get decided in the very same way as in this story -
by battle, war, physical force, or threat thereof.

Is this good or bad, right or wrong?
Is it not a good test of how seriously you feel about something, to say "If you want it so badly,
put your life on the line for it?" [Possibly explain the phrase "put your life on the line."]

2. In the medieval days, like in the days of King Arthur, decisions that couldn't be decided any other way
were often settled with "trial by combat." 

Does that make sense?
Who would have a natural advantage under such a system? [Expect "the young," "the strong,"
"those good at battle," "brave people," "people with good fighting spirit," "bullies," "soldiers"]
How would that affect the way that society worked?

3. Father Wolf won Mother Wolf in "won Mother Wolf in fair fight from five other wolves."
Is this a good way for animals to win mates?
What about people?
Mother Wolf was called The Demon. Do you think she had a say in the outcome? Like, could she
have rejected Father Wolf?
Should she have had a say or should she just go with whomever won the fight? 

4. Should people win their wives this way?
5. What about husbands?
6. Are there contests these days, for affection?



In the book Tom Sawyer , Tom spends much time and effort "showing off" in order to win the
affection of Becky Thatcher.
How is this kind of "winning" alike or different? 

Roles, personality 

Father wolf is surprised when Mother Wolf stands ready to battle to the death. He has almost forgotten
how she used to be when he first won her.

1. Once, Mother Wolf "ran in the Pack and was not called The Demon for compliment's sake."
How is she different now?
Does it make sense for her to act differently?
Should a person change their personality to fit a role?
What if they hate it? 

2. Would it be good for Mother Wolf to act like a demon, or be "The Demon," at home?
3. She did start to act like The Demon again, much to Father Wolf's surprise.

Why do you think he was surprised?
Do you think he should have acted differently?

4. Is she a hypocrite, for acting one way sometimes and another way at other times?
5. When you fight, you get hurt, even if you win.

If Shere Khan had not backed down, should Mother Wolf have actually fought?
What if her injuries made it harder, or even impossible, for her to care for her cubs? 

Bravery, virtue 

One reason that Shere Khan backs down is that "where he was she had all the advantage of the ground." 

1. How much of Mother Wolf's bravery is due to her knowing she has this advantage (that the cave is
too small for Shere Khan to move in)? 

2. If she acts brave partly because she knows she has an advantage, is she still brave?
How much credit should we give her?

3. What if she were doomed, instead of having an advantage? So that if she fought she'd be almost
certain to lose?

Would that be braver, or less brave?
4. Is it important that she uses her judgment?

Would she be acting, or being, more or less brave if she did or did not?
5. Is it important that she have courage?

If she had no emotions at all but merely acted purely logically, would this be better or worse?
Would you feel this way if you were one of her cubs? 

Rights, speech, due process, formality

Different characters in the story have different rights to speak.

1. Is it right, that only some of the animals have the right to speak?
2. Who should have the right to grant such rights?
3. We say that in America, England, et cetera, everyone has the right to speak.

Is this always true, in all places and times and in every situation?
Should it be?
What are some of the limits there should be on people's right to speak?

4. Some animals that are not normally allowed to speak in the Pack Council are granted permission to do
so.

Does this make sense?
Could it make sense to deny an animal permission to speak?
What about "the jackal - Tabaqui, the Dish-licker" whom "the wolves of India despise ...
because he runs about making mischief, and telling tales"?

5. The rules of the Pack Council are very formal, very legalistic.



Would you like to be part of a council run like that?
What would be the advantages and disadvantages?

6. If Akela, the great gray Lone Wolf, did not like you and never called on you, how would that be?
Should every wolf have the right to be heard?
What would the effect be on the other wolves' respect for Akela's authority, if he did not let
them speak in council?
Is it important for a leader to let his followers have their say?
What if he is just pretending to listen, or care? 
What if he has already made up his mind?
How would you know?

7. Who decides, in the end, Mowgli's fate - whether he is allowed to remain with the pack?
8. What do you suppose the phrase "Look well" that Akela says many times, means? [Possibly read,

review the usages] 

Natural Law

Kipling writes that the Law of the Jungle "never orders anything without a reason."

1. What do you suppose he means by this?
2. Do people ever do anything without a reason?
3. Do you need a good reason to order someone to do something?
4. What do you suppose the Law of the Jungle might actually be?

Do you think it would be just one phrase, or a few, or a whole lot of statements and orders?
Could it be some single principle that you apply to different situations?
What might that be?
Would this match what we read in the story?

5. How is the Law of the Jungle different from human laws?
Do human laws always have a reason?
Is it always a good reason?
What should a person do if there is no good reason for a law?
What if people once thought there was a good reason but now we don't?

6. If you are in a position of power, for example you are able to write and make the laws, can you just
order whatever you want?

What happens if you do?
7. What should a person do if the reason for a law is a bad reason? 

Personality 

In the story, different beasts have personalities. 

1. Do the children think that animals have different personalities?
2. If animals are not persons should we use the word "personality" for them?

What other word should or might we use instead? "Animality?" "Caninity?" "Felinity?" "Dogacity?
"

3. Do animals in the wild have characters?
What are some that you know? [If you yourself know wildlife, perhaps tell stories here.] 

4. If animals have character, then is it OK to have very judgmental attitudes toward them, as the
animals themselves do in this story? 

Besides being just "OK" or "not OK" - would it be:
True?
Fair?
Right?
Useful?
Practical, pragmatic?

5. Do you suppose that real animals actually make such judgments, form opinions of the character or
nature of other animals?

6. Do you suppose that animals have opinions?



7. What about feelings?
8. How could we know, since they can't tell us in human language?
9. Does a baby have feelings? How do you know?

10. Would it be right, say, for a wolf to be prejudiced against jackals?

Aesthetics 

1. When Mowgli first shows up near the cave, he is "as soft and as dimpled a little atom as ever came to
a wolf's cave at night."

Is this a compliment?
2. Father Wolf says "He is altogether without hair, and I could kill him with a touch of my foot."

So, what is the effect of Mowgli's being hairless? 
3. Mother Wolf has eyes like "two green moons in the darkness."

Is this a compliment?
Does this mean that she is beautiful?
Do you think that Father Wolf thinks she is beautiful?

4. Bagheera is "inky black all over, but with the panther markings showing up in certain lights like the
pattern of watered silk."

How does that sound to you?
Why does Kipling mention it?
Do you suppose this matters to the wolves? 

5. Father Wolf contemptuously refers to Shere Khan as a "striped cattle-killer."
Why does he mention Shere Khan's stripes, or colors, or markings?

6. People in Kipling's day were far more used to making judgments based on physical appearance. 
Or were they? People nowadays are taught that racism is terribly wrong. But do you suppose
that people judge just like Father Wolf did, but just don't say or admit it? 

Justice, retribution 

At the end of this passage, Bagheera says (under his whiskers, which means softly, to himself) "Ay, roar
well, for the time will come when this naked thing will make thee roar to another tune, or I know nothing
of man." 

1. Does Bagheera mean that Mowgli will "get back" at Shere Khan?
2. "Get back" at him for what? 

What would be some good reasons why Mowgli could, would, or should make Shere Khan "roar
to another tune?"
What would be some not good reasons?

3. Do you think that Bagheera respects Shere Khan?
4. Do you think that Bagheera hopes that Mowgli will give Shere Khan "his comeuppance?" [Explain the

word] 

Self esteem, child-rearing 

1. Kipling says that "there is nothing so unlucky as to compliment children to their faces." 
What might this mean?
How might this work out in practice?
Is is true?

2. What about condemning or decrying children to their faces? 
3. What makes it different to say a thing to a person's face or behind their back? 
4. Should we say good things to children?

Does this depend on whether the statements are true or not?
5. Is it correct to praise a child who sings or plays the violin, even if objectively, they are not really

singing or playing very well?
Is it moral?
Is it practical? What might be some of the effects?
Could there be any bad effects?



6. Some people say that self-esteem is very important to a child. [You may need to explain "self-
esteem"]

Is this true?
What might be limits to this?

7. Do you feel good, or feel better, if someone praises you even if you think the praise is undeserved?
8. Could it happen that a child grows up and has an incorrectly positive idea of their own capabilities,

and/or their own excellence as a person? In other words, could a person grow up with too much self-
esteem, meaning that they esteem themselves too highly?

9. How would that work out? Would it just get fixed by life? How might it not? Could the person be
disappointed?

10. Should we praise a child who has not earned our praise?
11. What if a child is the only one at an awards ceremony who has not earned an award? Should we

make up an award and give it to him or her? 

For use with a selection from Rudyard Kipling's The Jungle Book . 
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